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Abstract
Measurements by Explorers 2$, 33, 34 and 35 have been used to
R"	 study the spatial characteristics of t:he magnetic field in the
.:
.:.,	 magnetosheath to a distance of 70 R E behind the earth. During 1966-
1967 there were 1661 hours when one spacecraft of this multi-satellite
system was monitoring the interplanetary medium while at least one
other satellite was making magnetosheath measurements. This. has
-^	 made possible a separation of time and space variations and has
^^^	 permitted a study of the direction and magnitude of the magnetosheath
. ; °^	 field as a function of position and interplanetary field orientation.,q
^x
Results indicate that the magnetosheath field is several times the
;_^	 strength of the simultaneously measured interplanetary field in the
;,	 sunward magnetosheath. This magnetosheath to interplanetary magr,^,itude
^'^	 ratio decreases with distance from the subsolar point to values which
are frequently less than unity at distances beyond 30 R E and away from
the bow shock. This ratio also displays a dawn-dusk asymmetry which
i,s dependent on the interplanetary field orientation,. Interplanetary field.
lines perpendicular to the earth-sun line are associated with
symmetrically distorted magnetosheath field lines in the dawn and
-_	 dusk hemispheres and. are consistent; with the draping of field lines
'"	 around the magnetosheatho When the interplanetary field is aligned
.	 near the spiral angle, fields measured in the dusk hemisphere are
.:
... ^::.;
much more ordered khan blase measured in the dawn. hema s^l^erc beh^.nd
Che earth. These exper3,mental resulks ire a.n general agreement ^^^h
the fihearct3.cal pred3,cr.ans a^ the magnetagasdynamic made^.s.
R
^^
- (} -
Introduction
Satellite measurements indicate that solar magnetic fields ^roxen
in the solar plasma are convected away from the sun by the solar wind
(Ness and Wilcox, 19(15; Fairfield, 195$) . The problem of solar wind
plasma flow pas. t•
 the geomagnetosphere has been studied theoretically by
Spreiter et a1. (1966,1958) , Alksne (1967) , and, Dryer and Heckman (1957)
using a magnetogasdynamic approach. The plasma flow is determined
from a 8asdynamic solution which is then used to calculate the three
dimensional deformation of the geomagnetic field in the m agnetosheath.
The. predicted spatial features of L-he magnetic field may be summarized
as fallaws:
1. The ratio of the magnitude of the magneto sheath field. to
the simultaneous interplanetary field., B/B 0 , varies from
'values greater than ^ nea:r the stagnaYoi': point to values
less than unity in the downstream magnetosheath;
2. Interplanetary field. lines convected into the magnetosheath
become draped about the magnetosphere in a manner
-^
that depends on the direction of 13 0 . This dependence results
in a dawn-dusk asymmetry of both direction and B/B0
distribution for oblique orientations of the external field.
Experimental measurements with the. TMP 2 satellite in the noon-
dawn region of the magnetosheath showed a general agreement with
these predictions (Fairfield, 1967). The results indicated that the
;x
^^
- $ -
magnetic ,^^,c1d is convected through. the earth' ^ bow shock tahere it
unclergaes an increase in magnitude but rel.ativcly little cixan^e in
orientation. Fai.r£ield further concluded that as the ^iexd a.s
convected deeper into the magnetostleatil, it is subjected to a greater
distortion in direction until ^.t. is aligned tangent. to the ma^netopause.
Nowa a considerable number o^ additional measurements are available to
extend the erg erimental .study to the region of thc^ magnetosheath behind
the earth on both, the dawn and the dusk sides o^ tli:e magnetosphere.
In practice the .steady- ^1.ow constant field conditions assumed
in L-he t^teory do not exist and the normal time variations af. the
interplanetary field axe also seen in the magnetosheath. fihese time
variations present the primary difficulty in comparing experimental
results and the time independent theory. The best technique for
overcoming this d^,fficulty is to use simultaneous satellite measurements.
Since the typical. scale of interplanetary field variations is large
compared to the dimensions o£ the magnetosphere, it is reasonable to
^,
consider an interplanetary measurement of B o
 on any earth-orbiting
spacecraft as representative of conditions across the entire extent
of the bow shock. xt is then possible to investigate simultaneous
data from a second spacecraft measuring ^ in the. magnetosheath and to
attribute fhe difference in vector measurements to interaction with
the shock and magnetosphere. 'Phis technique has been utilized in
analyzing 1661 hours o£ simultaneous data ob^ta ned by the .satellites
t
^b^fx
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lrxplore^;^ 2^, 33, 3^ end 35 dur^,ng the ^ex^.ad ^'u^y 1.9GG-,7anua^y 1.9b^.
`1'he s^^aL^;al. d^.s^.^r^.l^u^3.on at 13/l3o end the d^.x^ec^^.onal, cl^axacCe^^.s^^.cs
^^ the m^gne^c^shemt.^^. l;^.cl.d lave been de^erm^ne^ ^.n the ce$^.on back
i:v 70 ^ beh^.nd the eaxth. These. results Have isee^Z, cemla^.tred ^e the
the^re^^.cal xesul.^s and general. agreement has Been ^aund.
R
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Satellites and Instrumentation
The Explorer 28 (IMP 3) satellite was launched on May ?9, 1965
into a highly eccentric earth orbit wifh an initial apogee of
approximately 42 F.F and an orbital period of 5.8 days. A single mono-
axial magnetometer sampled ttie vector magnetic field once e^ ►ery x;0.96
seconds with digitization error of ±p .4 Y . The: insL• rumenCation and
data analysis were similar to those t^f IMP 1 (Ness et a1.., 194) and
IMP 2 tFairfield and Ness, 1967).
The explorer 33 satellite was launched into an extremely high-
apogee. high-perigee orbit ^n ,^u1y 1, x.966. This spacecraft had an
initial apogee °^ 70 RB and orbital period of 14 days. A triaxial
fluxgate magnetometer, with a sensor range of +64 Y, m^:asures the.
vectox magnetic field. every 5.11 seconds with. a digitization error
of ±0..251(. The instrumentation has been described in detail by
Behannon x(1967).
Explorer 34 was placed in a high inclination X67.4°) orbit on
May 24, 1967, with an apogee of 34 RE and an orbital period of 4.3
days. A.triaxial fluxgate magnetometer makes a vector magnetic
field measurement every 2.56 seconds with a digitization error of
+0.16 '^ and +0..64 Y in the low and high sensor ranges of ±32 Y :and
+128 Y , respectively.. The instrumentation has been described by
Fairfield ( 1968).
^, ^ ..
'^ Explerer 3S sa^^^l^^e was ^.a^tncl^ed on Ju^.y ^^, l^J^'! anc^
^.n^ect^:ci ^.n^^e lung grt^l^ en July 22	 "^^^^ ^pacecra^^ r^r^c^rms
magnet;^,c ^lcld measuxet^en^s ^^ Cie ^.n^er^lane^ary ^^.e^c1, ^1^^
^^
	
	
magn+^^^asheat^ll iri^l^I anti ^l^e gceam^gnet^.c ^a^,l ^^.e1.d ^^ ^n approxlma.^e^.^
cc^nst^an^ geacenCxic d^,s^ance e^ GO ng . ^^^.^ exper^,m^nl and analys^,s
aze essen^^,a^.ly 3.den^^.^a^. ^o those used an explorer ^^ e^cu^^ ^l^at:
^. range a'C^^.^GI,1 WAS acic^eci L'o the ^x^lorer
	 ^.ristrumen^ ^w^^^Gh
au^oma^^.ca^.ly chosen the appropriaCe X24 Y ar ^^^ Y seneox^ range w^.^^.
3.ts correspond3.ng +. fi g
 Y or , 25 ^^ d^,g3.^izat^,an errors (Ness eC Rl.. ,
1967).
w^
^^
.^
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F^,gs;^re 1 shows tl^e rc1a^^,ve r^si^^oas ^^ ^xp^nx^^x«s ^, ^^ ^r^d 3^
r	 ^.n SepCembe^c «Qct4ber ^,9^7. On S^:^tcrr^^cx• ^^^21, '19G7, ^xn^ore^ 3^^ was
a^ apogee ^n Che ^.z^;^e^.~^^1^ne^ary m^cl^u^n c^ Otte sunwa^^l s^^e n^ ^^^^ ^ar^h
wtiil,e ^xp^.o^cr 33 was ^.^ the clus^r magnetQSt^cattl and ^^p^,^x*^^.^ ^ ^^^.^
^n tie dA	 ma^netos^^ez^tlz. '^I^e xelmtive pos^.^l,ons o;C these spaccc^a^'t
Ott ottYer t^.m^s dux^ng the inCe^;va^. o^ interest has bts#^n pub^.ished
e:^sewllere (^3el^annon et a;l. ^.^68a .
].^ igurr 2 snows typical. deta^.^.ed s3.multaxtecus magneto^heat,tY ant
interp^.anetary dada ($1.8^. second averages for ^x^z^.orex 3^ and 2t^.4^
sernnd averages ^Eor ^^p^.orer 34) £ar a ^Z hnu^ per^.oct ^^ Sep^em^er 2^-
2^., x.967 when. L-1^ ►P i:wa spacecraft were separated by ^ ct^.stan^:e off'
approximate^.y 75 R^ a^,ong t1^e e^.^.~^h-sun ^.^,x^ee^3.on.. T^'^,gu^e 2 shows
tllat the magnetic fie^.d d3.rections a^ the two sate].^.^.tes, as given
by the so^.ar ec^.pt3.c ^.atitude ang^.e a anci azimuthal angle ^Q , were
suite s^,m^,^.ar. ^ the field magc^ttude trends were also s3.mi].ar; however,
the mag^i,etosl^eath f^,eld magnitude was enhanced. relative to the
nterplane ary magnitude.
Largr^ field disco +,lrinuities such. as tho^^:^ ^^d1^ ^.20U U^ arrive
at c:.?^e Gcro spacecraft with time delays which axe c onsistent with.
^rS . ^en-in magnet^.c f3.elds being convect~ed with the plasma velocity.
Even for ^ttxis case of near maximum separat^.on of ^hc: two spacecraft,
ttze time delay t^etween absc:rvat.ans of :Meld discont3.nuities at the
,`
^^.o-
respect^.ve satellites ^.s only of the order ^^ l5 minutes. Since this
time delay is always sma11 in comparison to one hour and sa^nce the
field usually changes by only ^ small. amount•
 from one hoar to the
ne:^t, averages for the same hour have been considered ^s representative
of "smultan^nus" interplanetary end magnetasheath conditions. ^Iourly
aver. age magnitudes were computed from i:he hourly averages of the
field components.
I'a.gure ^ shams typical haurl.y average field magnitudes and
directions, in this case for ^xp^.arer 33 in the dawn magnetasheath
and ZMP 3 in the interplanetary medium on the sunward side of the
magnetosphere. Five days of simultaneous o"uservations by the twA
spacecraft from an o^it^bound passage of ZMP 3 bhrough the bow sb;ock
(Q500 UT August 27) to the n^^zt ^:n^:^^r^nd passage through. the shuck
(2Qn0 UT September ^.) are shown. T'ield magnitudes and directions
generally are not identical but good correlation between changes in
the fields is seen. 1'he observed gradual increase with. time in the
magnetosheath field-magnitude enhancement is due to the movement. of
Explorer 33 toward th y: bow region of the magnetosheatll. The occurrence
of transient disturbances such as those associated with the magnetic
storm sudden commencements at 1315 U'^' on August 29 and 1112 UT an
^.ugust 30 emphasizes the need to normalize the magnetasheath field
magnitude to the simultaneous interplanetary field magnitude in order
to separate the spatial variations.
^.,
^^ -'
^^^^
::	 ._	 ,,.e	 _r	 ,.
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To facilitate comparison of experiment and theory, bath fi;he
satellite pos3.tions in the magnet°sheath and the field vectors have
been transformed from solar ecliptic coordinates to the coordinate
system used by Spreiter et al. (1968). This transformation consists
of a rotation of less than 90° about the solar ecliptic X axis until
th^+^ Y axis. is in the plane defined by the Y axis and the interplanetary
magnetic field vector, Xn this plane interplanetary fields oriented
in the spiral angle quadrants 90° ^ SSE ^ 180° and 270°"^ ^ S g ^ 360°
make angles 0° ^ ^`'^ 90° with the ^ axis. Fields oriented in the
quadrants 0° ^ NSF '^ 900 or 180° '^ 4^'SE ^ 270° malce angles with the ^
axis o£ - 90°'^ ^ "^ 0° This is illustrated in Figure 4. In this new
coordinate system the geomagnetic. dipole wi11 assume a variety of
orientations but if the magnetosphere is a blunt body exhibiting
sy^tmetxy about the X axis, as is assumed in the theories. of hydromagnetic
magnetospYi^ric flow, this will not be an important consideration
and the new coordinate system wi11 be appropriate.
The 1661 hourly average magnetosheath field.-magnitude values
were sorted according.
 to the corresponding interplanetary field
orientations using eighteen 10° ^ angle. sectors. figure 4 shows the
resulting data distribution as a function of ^ ► 	 The asymmetry in
the distribution reflects both the preference of .the interplanetary
field for the spiral angle and a three dimenspnal geometr:j.cal effect.
The latter effect is due t^ the fact that the earth-sun line is a
lz
pole about wtlictl a^.l possible orientations o^ the plane o^ the
interplanetary Meld ;Eoxm a spherical distribution o£ Meld vectors.
Tn this distribution the number o^ possible orientatrioz^s o^ the
Meld increases away from the pole.
The selection of magnetosheath data for th^.s study was carried
out with particular care. Generally houxs during which a spacecraft
was sampling only magnetasheath fields could be identified unambiguously.
Oii those occasions when traversal of either the magnetopause or the
bow shoctc wave was nut clear, data was Omitted rather than risk
inclusion of magnetosphere or interplanetary data.
,^^ ..,. . ^	 ^_	 _
.. ^ ^ ..
Ma,^nitude A:Lstribution
The general agreement of the e^bservatians wa.t^^ theoretical
contours of l3f}3o is ^,^.lustrated in ]^igure 5. x'f^e dashed tlxeoretical
contours shown are reproduced from Al^rsne (1^^7) and were computed
for a plane of^se^ from the XX plane by approximately 6.7 R^, using
a Mach number M=$ and a specific heat rata.o of 5/'3. Theoretical
contours axe labeled with circled numbers and experimental mes.suroments
of BfBo are ^.ndicated by uncircled numbers. ^.'lze measurements were
performed a^ distances from the XY plane ly;i.ng within tl^.e ^ Z ^ range
of 4-15 RE . Same values have been amitted because of crowding.
Theoretical. data correspond to an interplanetary magnetic field
orientation of ^ =900 while experimental data are for interplanetary
fields with angles 800 ^'V ^ 90o . For this case a magnitude
distribution pattern which is ,symmetric with respect to ^:he earth-sun
line is predicted.
Zn all cases studied., the experimental data are in general
agreement faith the theory even though the data used correspond to a
wide range of ^ coordinates, a 10° range of ^ angles, and varying flow
parameters for the solar wind during the long period covered by the
observations. The. measured magnitude ratios in Figure 5 are seen to
decrease from values as Izigh as 6 near the bow 'co values less than one
downstream. A predominance o^ values 1,ess than one are found at
greater distances. downstream.
-;
7 ..	 -
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Although 1G6^. li purly averages were used in this study, they
were spread over a large region of space and were divided among
^.$ angular intervals in the analysis.
	 laighty-seven percent of these
hours are from positions in the magnetosheath frith ^ ^ -14 R^, a region
not covered in detail by the. published th+sory, ror these
reasons, experimental contours could not be drawn with the resolution
of the theoretical contours. Tn spite c,f'these limitations, statistical
analysis of the data yields results in agreement with the principal
features predicted by the theory.
Figure 6 shows ave.ragcs ofi the magnitude ratio computed for
intervals of l0 RR along the earth-sun line from 20 R, sunward of
the earth to $0 RR in the antisolar directa,on. Averaged together
are rnagnetosheath data from all values of Y and Z in each X interval,
and for all orientations of the external field. The error bars
represent the standard deviatf.ons cr^mputed for each
10 RE interval. The continuous d pc •rease is seen from a gross average
of approximately 4 to values of the order of one and finally to less
than one well downstream. 'i'here are many cases of B/Bo ^ ^. beyond
-50 RE but higher values near the shock tend to raise these averages.
Tlie gradient can be described. as an exponential decrease as is shown
in Figure 6.
More complex asymmetrical effects can be seen by dividing the data
into dawn and dusk distributions for various interplanetary field
L
4
w
^^ ..
orientations. There were 10$2 cases of the interplanetary directian
lying in the dawn quadrant contain3.ng the spiral angle, and S7^ cases
?tn the dusk quadrant. The results of this are summar3.zed in Figure 7•
These data demonstrate, in a statistical sense, the dependence of
magnetosheath magnitude on the orientation a^ the external field.
Distributions for the interplanetary field orientation ir. the quadrant.
o£ the spiral angle (A) and in the perpendicular quadrant (}3) are
shown. Theory predicts that for orientations in the spiral ang^.e
quadrant the magnetosheath field. should be stronger on the dusk (+Y)
side. than on the dawn. (-Y) side. This relationship is generala.y
seenfor these distributions. For orientations in the dusk quadrant
the situation .should be reversed, and except £or one interval that
was Found to be the case.
g
^y _ ,
- ^^ -
ri^^. x^et;^^al^^^a^:ta I±^ielcl D^.rectians
^'Q s^:uay the spatial vaxiatians ^^' magnetic ^a,eld direction in
i:I^e magnetoslzeatli the hourly average Meld vectors were normalized
in itiagn^. l:ucle to they s^,mtiltaneous ^.nter^lanetary .g eld magnitudes and
pa; o;j ec^ fi^ocl on the XY p Lane. Two cases , corresponding ^o $0° `^^ '^ 9Q o	.
az^.d 30° ^ ^ ^:^,^o, are shown in rigux^es ^ and 9, respectiv@ ly. Tor
simpl.^,^^,cation off' presentation, ^^.eld polarities in the magnetosheath
wero c^versed whenever tho corresponclitig interplanetary measuranents
Iiad a c:c^mpanent directed from the dawn to the dusk meridian. The field
vectors in Ii figures 8 and 9 that are Located near the X axis correspond
to measurements made at Largo ^ Z ^. The direction of these vectors
is generally ;found to be near the interplanetary field direction.
Ono of the most striking features observed in the data for the
various i,nterpLanetary field orientations was a marked Laclt of
syirnnetry in the ordering of the vectors on the dawn and dusk sides.
When the field is aligned nearly perpendicular to the earth-sun
Line as in figure 8, the vectors are quite or^ .erly and. consistent
with the draping pattern back to X - 70 R^. For other interplanetary
Meld orientations where there is a smaller angle between the Field
and the earth -sun line, a smaller percentage of the orientations are
consistent with. this draping pattern in the dawn hemisphere. Figure 	 ;,
9 is typical i;n that.. a rather wade variety of orientations are seen
in the dawn hemisphere while the dusk hemisphere remains quite orderly.
«. ^^ ..
^Iiis di^^'c^rence 1»^tweez^ the hemsp^tc^ros may t^c3 atGxib^zt^d to
canda.t^,c^ns 1t the sl^ocl; when it ^.^ rea^.i;^t^cl ttig t thc^ nt^arp^.^tn€^lnry
^i.c^.d i.s +^ric^ntcyd nearly parallel to tfie nvera^;o l^^^w sheacic pc^sit^.c^z^
in tt^zu dusk hema.spherc but is approximately
<,
perpcnclicular tc^	 the	 silczcic
in the dawn hcmispherc^ dusk s3de^ fir^l^^s are than 4^b:lae t^^ cozlvec^^t^
through the shock with littlo ^^n^;lc^ change but dawn silo fic^^,tl^; tnu;^^
undergo a large angle. change in Dreier tea c.°^anserve tt^c^ n4^rrna1. ec^z^^^>c^zx+^nt
o^ ma^;nc.ttc field flux across thc^ sizocl^. tJiion the :Ca,old ^.^ oriezztc^{t ncarex
the earth sun line, the minimum ang^,e change necessary tea cozisc^rv^
flux is ^zch3.evecl by rotating the field in the direction opposite tc?
that expected from drapingo This effect can tie seen in L•ile tk^eox^^k:ical
work (^.].Icsne, 1967
T^ determine whether the magnetosheath fie.td lines were bent clock-
w^.se (lookix.^.g dawn from the north pol) or count^:rclockwise relative to
the interplanetary orientation, vector p1.ot^ .xz the dawn hemisphere
were studied. The number of cases clearly in agreement with the draping
orientation and those in agreement with the opposite tendency Caere
tabulated and are shown in xable 1^ The last column contains the number
of magnetosheath measurements izi the dawn l^zemisphere associated with
the. ranges o£ interplanetary ^ values 1,stoci in•the first column. The
intermeda.ate columns 2 through ^> exiiibi^; the separation of these cases
according to whether the magnetosheath measurement is rotated clocia^ise
or counterclockwiseo
., 1$
Columns 6 and 7 list cases where the angular d:^^`£erence between
the ^,ntorplanetary ^a e^.d and tl^e ms.gnetosheath f^.eld pro^oction ^.n the
XY plans: was 1@ss than. 10°. Anly the XY Meld compan:ents wove considered
in preparing Table ^., evon thou^i^, Z ec^mpos^cnt_s worn somot^.mes large..
Largo ^' companents tended to be associated w^,th file cases t^,3^^ulated
in columns 4 and 5.
Results ^.ndicate tla,at Melds perpendicular Co ttte oartXi~»sun line	 -^
are almost always rotated in L•he direction consistent w^:th bath the
draping a^ Meld lines and minimum deviation oi' the ^^.eld a t the shock.
for smaller ^ angles the percentage o^ Fields rotated a.n this directa,an
decreases . for ^ ^ 40° where the conditions a^ draping and m^.nxmum
ang1.e change dictate opposite directions o^ rotation, there. axe an
approxa,rnately equal number o^ rotations in either direction. J3ecause
most o^ the experimental data used correspond to large negative X
positions, the Meld direction. results cannot be direct^,y compared
with the theory since detailed theoretical. resti.lts are not available
for that region o£ the magnetosheath.
.. ^	 «.
$uCttmar '^ t7^ Results
..
Simultaneous abservaCions tram tour satc^113,tes leave ^r^^duced
an experimental mappitzg u,l the magnetic t^,elds ix^ Clue ma,^netc^si^eaCh
that is in zeroth order agreement rriCh th+^ ^rc^dicCic^ns u^ magnet p-
gasdynamic theary^ These experimental.^^wsul.ts support the theoretical
prediction that Cite ratio of tl^e mag:netashettth field malizitude
relat^.ve to the nterplratietary :Geld magnitude has a value o^ 4 ar mare
near the. bow but decreases to less than unity downstream, 'the
observations also support the predicted depenclonce of the magnetosl^eath
field magnitude at a given po:i.nt azt the orientAtian cif Clue field
external to the magnetasheath@ In particular the analysis reveals a
dawn-dusk asymmetry in the magnitude distribuCion in which the
magnitude difference between dusk and. dawcx reverses sign as tl^.e inte`^^
planetary field orientation changes from the spiral angle direction
to the spiral angle ± 9^0
The experimental results also support the predicted dawn-dusk
asymmetry in field orientationo When the interplanetary field is
aligned near the spiral angle, the hourly average fie-ld vectors in
the dusk hemisphere.^.re more ordered t11an Chose in the dawn magneto-
sheatho Distortion of t11e i;ield direction due to draping extends at
least as far downstream. as -70RE in the case of the external. field
perpend-± cular to the earth -Gun line d
 The tez^dene^= .for tihe downstream	 ;;
field. to have. an orientatiozi cunsisterzt with draping decreases as
the angle between the interplanetary £field and the earth-sun .line
decreases, sugge,;ting that conditions at the bow shack may sometimes
be the more important. factor influencing the magnetic field direction.
	 ^'
__ __^	 _ .	 _.	 . _^	 _	 .^,._	
______	
y ., ^ ,y ..^^^.
r ^^ rt
,^^thaugit the exper^.mc^ntal d^ttm presented abQV+^ e^.esrly agrees
w^.tl^ the steady state mn^r^etogasdyn ,^mic theory in the ^ero^: t1 order,
there 3.s st^. ^.^. a cons^.dernb .le amount o^ sentter anion$ the hour^.y
average data poatnts. S©me ^,^ this s^at^.er ^.s undoubtedly due Go
the ^.nadequac^.es in remav:tng tame ^va^:^iations from hlie datap Errors
are ^,nvolved ^.rt ignorixlg cnnveck^.on time de^.ays when compar^.ng hour^.y
arrersges and i.n ass uming interplanetary memsurenients as representat3.ve
^^ ^ielda .across the enure sheds surxace. Scatter a^.so arises from
comparing measurements made at di^^erent posit^.ons and at times when
the va^. ues o^ var.eus solar ^ai^d parameters are di^ierent. xn
ac^dttian to these experimental difficulties, it is passible that
first order eE^ects included ^,^, the steady state ma^netogasdyn^ ►mic
theory a^:Fe responsible £or same scatter. Geomagnetic dipo^.e
orientation might be important in a first. order treatment and. the
assumption of axial symmetry used in the zeroth order theory would
no lonEer be valido
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Figure Ca
._.. '. one
Figure 1	 Solar ecliptic XY plane projections of trajectories of
f Explorers 33, 34 and 35 during September 17-October 16,
1967.
	
Orbits 27-31 are shown for Explorer 34.
	 Distances
are in earth radii (Behannon, Fairfield and Ness, 1.968).
Figure 2 Simultaneous magnetosheath and interplanetary magnetic
field measurements from Explorers 33 and 34.
	 The field
magnitude F and solar ecliptic latitude and longitude
angles 6 and	 y are shown.
Figure 3 Simultaneous hourly average magnetic field data from
Explorer 33 in the dawn side magnetosheath, and IMP 3 in
the interplanetary medium during August 28-September 1,
1966.
 
Figure 4 Distribution of magnetosheath data used in the analysis
as a function of interplanetary field orientation.
	 As
is shown schematically, ^ is the angle between the
interplanetary fl.eld and the earth-sun line in the plane
of the field vector and the earth-sun line.
Figure 5 Comparison between experimental values of field magniCude
radio B/Bo
 and theoretical contours, for the case if the
interplanetary field oriented transverse to the earth-sun
line.
- 26 -
Figure 6 Averages of normalized magnetosheath magnetic field
magnitude for intervals of 10 R,, along the eartki - sun
A
	 line showing the continuous decrease of the magnetosheath
field with distance downstream to values less than the
interplanetary field magnitude.
Figure 7	 illustration of asymmetry in average field magnitude
between dawn and dusk sides of the magnetosheath. When
the interplanetary field is aligned in the quadrant of
the spiral angle (case A) the field magnitude on the dusk
side is shown generally to be larger than for orientations
corresponding to case B. The reverse is seen to be true
for the dawn side field.
Figure 8
	
Projection of normalized magnetosheath Field vectors onto
the XY plane defined by the interplanetary field and the
earth-sun line, for cases when the interplanetary field
was approximately transverse to the earth-sun line. Note
the high degree of symmetry between the field patterns
on the da^,-n and dusk sides.
Figure 9	 XY plane projection of magnetosheath field vectors for
cases when the interplanetary field was oriented at 300-
400 from the earth-sun line. In this case less symmetry
between dawn and dusk ;Fields is evident than is seen in
figure 8.
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